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INTRODUCTION
Hey,
We’re excited that you’ve invested in Jeff Walker’s Product Launch Formula and no
doubt you’ve already dived into the community and coaching program to kick start
your launch journey.
Welcome to the Debrief from our 2017 Money Bootcamp Live launch that is your’s
free as part of the “Behind the Scenes” PLF Bonus Package you receive having
purchased PLF through my affiliate link.
First, it’s important to know that this document is part of a broader package we are
sharing to give you “Behind the Scenes” access to our two biggest launches and the
lessons, mistakes and success we’ve achieved along the way. If you have not
already read the 2016 Launch Playbook, that is the best place to start and you
should do that now. The 2016 document provides background on our general
approach to launches and how we first implemented PLF within our business. This
also includes our 2016 affiliate results and email swipe file. Click here to download
the 2016 Launch Playbook.
The focus of this 2017 Debrief is on the key changes we made to build on 2016 and
further integrate PLF into our launch and we’ll share the strategy, schedule and key
tactics involved in our biggest launch ever.
Finally, the third component of this bonus package will be our “$500,000 Affiliate
Strategy” which includes how we engaged and worked with affiliate partners to
power this year’s launch to new heights and again we’ll share the complete email
swipe file we used with our partners.
Our approach to launching and our experience
running 6 six-figure launches over the last two
years is based on Jeff Walker’s program and so
much credit must go to Jeff
for his game-changing program and commitment to
continue to updating and developing his core
strategy. We hope this document provides a
compliment to your PLF journey by providing real
life examples of how we have used PLF in our
business. We use a lot of PLF related terminology
and language in this document but won’t go into
detail to explain it as it’s best coming from Jeff
within the PLF course.
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As you may know, our business is focused on supporting women transform their
relationship with money, release their money blocks and start creating their first class
life and business. The Money Bootcamp is an in-depth online training program and
community of over 4,000 women supporting each other’s entrepreneurial journeys
and money mindset work. This is an evergreen program that is on-sale all year
round, but roughly once a year we run a Live round of Money Bootcamp comprising
live group coaching calls, challenges and Q&As where the community comes
together to progress through the core models of the course together.
For more information or to join Money Bootcamp go to
http://www.denisedt.com/bootcamp
In 2016 we launched Money Bootcamp Live for the first time in 3 years and inducted
400+ new members resulting in $753,000 of revenue and the 2017 launch was
planned for August with the goal of exceeding our previous performance. We hoped
to hit the “magical” 7-figure launch number and while we didn’t quite get there we did
make some significant changes this year and the overall launch result was much
improved.
We trust you will find this report useful and we look forward to connecting with you
live on our Bonus Launch Workshops. We’d love to hear your feedback and please
do let us know if you have any questions by contacting Mark, our Partnership and
Launch Manager at mark@denisedt.com
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LAUNCH OVERVIEW
•

2017 Annual “Live” launch of our flagship
program Money Bootcamp.

•

Course is evergreen all year with one live
round delivered over 6 weeks.

•

Combined internal launch to the DDT list and
social following, plus affiliate JV launch. This
is effectively running two launches at the
same time and requires a large amount of
coordination and communication.

•

The evergreen Money Bootcamp was priced at $1,497 for more than two
years despite the course being improved and expanded. Part of this launch
included offering a final opportunity to buy at the $1,497 price for two days
before the price was increased to $1,997.

•

As well as the core Bootcamp offer we ran two further parallel “upsell” offers
to existing customer groups who had previously purchased lower tier
products. This customer group are already very familiar with our content and
style and have purchased previously so making a special offer to existing
customers represented a good opportunity to increase lifetime customer
value.

•

Manifesting Course customers where offered a discount of $200 off the
$1,497 price which was equivalent to the value of the course they have
already purchased because it is included as a bonus within the main Money
Bootcamp program.

•

Sacred Money Archetype customers who had just completed their live 5 week
course after our June launch, were offered the opportunity to continue to work
with Denise and join Money Bootcamp for a saving of $300.

•

Our overall target for the launch was 500 sales and $1m in revenue which to
achieve we knew from previous launch experience that we would need about
25,000 people opted into the pre-launch content and a 2% conversion of this
launch list. Our goal was for at least 10,000 of the 25,000 leads to be new
leads from affiliate partners and advertising.
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LAUNCH SCHEDULE
•

The biggest change we made to this year’s launch was the schedule and in
particular the length of time for the open-cart period.

•

2016 was our major PLF style launch of Bootcamp and we wanted/needed it
to go well. We went against Jeff’s advise out of fear and justified our 17 open
cart period because we believed that we needed a long time to bring in sales.
This is not the case and ever since we have ran launches with 3-5 day open
cart period. Even within this shortened window, the final 48 hours are key.

•

So we cut the over launch schedule by two-thirds. 9 days in 2017 vs 27 days
in 2016. Denise really pushed for this, and was almost overruled by Mark
many times. He thought it was because I didn’t want to prolong the pain of
launching (true), but the other real reason is that I think people’s attention
spans are waning right now, mostly due to the oversaturation of the personal
development market. The online world is very noisy right now. I also thought
that since so many of my audience know and trust my work, we could reduce
the overall launch.

•

We condensed a 27 day launch window down to 9 days:
o Day 1 - First pre-launch content video
o Day 3 - Second pre-launch content video
o Day 5 - Sales webinar
o Day 6 - Open cart
o Day 7 - End early bird price
o Day 8 - Launch extended payment plan
o Day 9 - Cart close

•

It took a lot of preparation to be able to pull all of this together in 9 days and it
required a lot of communication and emails, between our team, to the
newsletter list and to the affiliates. It felt like we sent a million emails!!

•

There was an extended pre-pre-launch period before Day 1 that involved
engaging and preparing affiliate partners and warming up our list to build
towards our launch and then the 6-week course delivery period after the cart
closed.

•

With the two parallel launches to our existing customers, we also tied them
into this schedule so they received the PLC content in line with our overall
prospect group and then instead of them receiving the open cart and sales
emails, they received slightly tailored versions that referenced their additional
discount / special offer and a deadline to create urgency to buy.
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•

When considering your launch schedule, we recommend working backwards.
Consider the day of the week / date on which you want to close your cart
(Thursday and

•

Fridays are popular and weekends should be avoided). Then decide the
length of open cart period and therefore the open cart day (this is normal at
the start of the week with 3-5 days open). Then finally space our your 2-4
pieces of pre-launch content over the preceding week so you provide new
engaging content and move your prospects along the sales funnel every 2-3
days.

•

Our first PLC video was released on Thursday 27 July with the second video
on Saturday 29 July and a webinar as the third piece of pre-launch content
held on Monday 31 July, which immediately rolled into a 4 day open cart
period ending Friday 4 August.
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LAUNCH TEAM
•

In line with our goal of growing and improving on last year’s launch we
invested in an expanded Launch Team including:
o Partnership & Launch Manager (Mark DT): Mark’s role is to manage
the overall launch schedule, email sequence and the entire launch
project to make it happen and track performance and sales.
§

Mark overseas the majority of key suppliers and all affiliate
partners during the launch and Denise’s role is focus on being
the face / brand of the launch with interviews, outreach, social
media, webinars, sales and supporting the existing and new
members of the Bootcamp. Denise also coordinates the creation
of the new membership site and is across the customer
experience and interface when someone joins the program.

o Operations and Customer Support: For this launch we worked with
our existing operations manager, assistant and customer support team
of 2-3 people. They were certainly kept busy during this time, but we do
not employ full-time staff and simply increased the hours of these key
contractors for about a month. Our operations manager is also
effectively our Online Business Manager who manages our
InfusionSoft system, campaigns, sales and sending emails.
o Designer: Fortunately the graphic designer we work with is also our
web developer, whom we have a on a monthly retainer. There was a
significant amount of work required to design and create a new sales
page and new membership portal to host the updated course for this
round and this was far more than a normal month of work.
o Videographer (NEW): Who shot the new pre-launch, sales and course
training videos
o Copywriter (NEW): Drafted key pre-launch and sales emails and the
sales page content. She used last year’s launch and the existing sales
page as a starting point but significant improvements were made. This
was a significant investment at $8,000 but certainly helped reduce our
workload as she gave us a great starting point on key parts of nearly
200 pages of emails. However, even with an experienced and
professional copywriter everything still required approval from Mark
then Denise.
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o Launch Consultant (NEW): In early 2017 we started working with Ron
Reich, who is an A-List marketing and launch consultant and coach
who has worked on several 7-figure launches. Ron’s advice and insight
has been a key part in several mid-to-high 6-figure launches we have
ran this year. Ron’s role involved working with and coaching Mark on
the launch schedule, the email sequence and sales copy.
o Facebook Advertising Consultant (EXPANDED v. 2016): His role
involved creating and executing the paid advertising strategy to support
the launch, which included creation of ads, audiences and re-targetting.
This was a $5,000 investment excluding ad spend.
o InfusionSoft Expert (NEW): Our list has doubled in size in the last 12
months so we hired an InfusionSoft expert to ensure we were
implementing best practice with campaigns, email deliverability and
sales. The key tasks involved in this launch included improving our
order forms and implementing one-click upsells to give customers the
opportunity to either pay in full or add a VIP Day ticket to their
purchase.
o Domestic Support & Self-Care: Launches require work and take up a
lot of mental energy. Having the correct support around you at home
and looking after yourself during a launch are critical to ensure you stay
positive, resilient and on top of your game so you can see the launch
out and manifest the best possible results. Our support team includes
our housekeeper, nanny, assistant, kinesiologist, yoga teacher,
personal trainer and even Denise’s hairdresser for videos and
webinars.
•

Excluding Mark’s time/salary our investment in staff, contractors and
consultants for this launch was approximately $35,000, however successful
large launches are possible with much smaller teams. Denise hit $1m in
annual revenue and ran several low six-figure launches with just Denise and
one assistant.
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PRE-PRE-LAUNCH
•

Pre-Pre-Launch is the period leading up to the release of the first piece of prelaunch content. This is the time when you are preparing the start the public
facing part of the launch and normally includes training affiliates about the
launch and offer, conducting promotional interviews and podcasts with affiliate
partners, finalizing the launch schedule, writing launch emails and sales copy
and importantly, TESTING your links, pages, videos and sales process before
launch.

•

The two new campaigns we implemented in the lead up to the launch were
“warm-up” email and Facebook advertising campaigns to sections of our
existing list.

•

New Subscribers from recent launches: We had over 7,000 new leads on our
list from our Sacred Money Archetypes launch in May and June, so these
leads were put into a 5 week “Nurture” sequence to help them learn more
about Denise, connect with her key messages and values and then start to
learn more about Money Bootcamp with the objective of increasing the
likeliness of these people staying subscribed, engaged and hopefully
increasing conversion to Bootcamp. Each week during the 5 weeks was
“themed” and we used existing blog and video content plus FB ads to support
the weekly objectives:
o Week 1: Introduce Denise
o Week 2: Build Celebrity & Authority
o Week 3: Introduce “Manifesting” and invite to take “Manifesting
Challenge”
o Week 4: Downsell from previous launch - offered $197 Manifesting
Course
o Week 5: Introduce Money Bootcamp and concept of Money Mindset

•

For our existing customers that have been subscriber or following our social
media pages for a while, we used a “Build” sequence to re-engage them and
slowly warm them up to being open to considering Money Bootcamp. This
build also took place over 5 weeks with themed weeks and corresponding
blog and video content pushed out via emails and social media ads. We also
themed our weekly newsletters to help best build towards the main launch.
The sequence was re-connecting them with some of Denise’s core value and
the principles of Money Bootcamp.
o Week 1: Abundance
o Week 2: Freedom
o Week 3: Power of Community & Investing In Yourself
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o Week 4: Family & Female Empowerment
o Week 5: Launch Teaser - Shot Across Bow
•

We will share more regarding the engagement and promotional techniques
we use with our affiliate partners during the pre-pre-launch period in
document 3 of the PLF Bonus, where we will share our affiliate strategy.

•

During Pre-Pre-Launch we also recorded 10 new case study interviews with
members of Money Bootcamp and asked for testimonials and social media
comments from exiting members to use during the launch. This expanded our
already rich library of social proof with updated stories and quotes. We did not
run the “Testimonial Cruncher” email and survey as Jeff recommends and like
we did in 2016 but instead used our Facebook Group to request messages
and arrange interviews. The case study interviews can be seen at
denisedt.com/works.
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PRE-LAUNCH
•

The Pre-Launch period is Jeff Walker's "secret sauce" with his concept of the
Sideways Sales Letter spread over 3-4 pieces of pre-launch content to
engage and provide value to new prospects. The objective of this period of
the launch is to build interest and connection before revealing the offer and
opening the cart for enrolment.

•

Last year we used an existing 5-Day video series on the theme of manifesting
and then linked it to the theme of Money Mindset. This was reasonably
successful but a growing trend in launching is to have high quality, high value
teaching videos supported by downloadable PDFs, worksheets or eBooks as
Pre-Launch Content.

•

Therefore we invested in new PLC videos with included copywriter,
videographer, stylist, photographer and filming set. While filming new videos
we also re-recorded and improved many of the core training videos for the
Bootcamp program itself. The end product was a significant improvement in
quality and flow of the videos to build towards the sale. We used Jeff's PLC
templates and examples as inspiration for the content and structure of the
videos.

•

Here's a breakdown of the number of views we received for each of the new
videos:

•
•
•

Pre-Launch Video 1: 14,301
Pre-Launch Video 2: 18,715
Live Webinar (Instead of PLC 3): 7,000 Registrations / Approx 1,100 on the
call live
You can watch the 3 pre-launch videos for the Money Bootcamp Live 2017
launch HERE.

•
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LANDING PAGES
During the pre-launch period when we are sending traffic to our PLC video opt-in
pages from advertising, our email list, social media and our affiliate partners we test
different versions of the land in pages including alternate backgrounds and
headlines.
Here are the PLC 1, 2 and Webinar landing pages we tested during this launch:

PLC 1 Landing Page 1
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PLC 1 Landing Page 2
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PLC 1 Landing Page 3
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PLC 2 Landing Page 1

PLC 2 Landing Page 2
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PLC 2 Landing Page 3
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Webinar Landing Page
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PRE-LAUNCH
•

Each launch we refine and tweak the layout and content of the PLC video
delivery pages to increase engagement.

•

Key elements that are included on the PLC 2 page below include:
o Call To Action to watch video and share reflections in comments
o Button to download accompanying PDF document. It is a growing trend
to provide an accompanying PDF and also to send emails and run ads
specifically promoting the PDF as 3-part video training series are
reaching saturation and also PDFs perform better for ad conversion
rates as leads get an instant gratification of downloading a file rather
than having to invest effort to watch another free video.
o Social Media comments so you can gauge reaction and how the launch
is progressing. It takes a lot of effort to stay on top of the comments on
each pre-launch video and it's not something that we have done well
but it can certainly help you keep your finger on the pulse of the launch
and respond directly to key questions from prospects.
o Links to watch previous videos and indicate that there are further
videos to come in the training series.
o We recommend having a name and logo for your "Workshop" so there
is a theme running through the videos and it builds value in the eye of
new prospects rather than simply putting out three seemingly
unconnected videos.
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WEBINAR
•

Instead of a third pre-launch video, we directed people to register for a live
webinar with Denise to deliver the "ownership experience" and allow
prospects to connect with Denise and learn her teaching style.

•

We worked on improving our webinar structure and content to build
specifically to the Money Bootcamp and the overall level of engagement and
the shortened launch schedule meant we had almost 8,000 people registered
for the call and over 1,000 people live on the call.

•

The cart officially opened at 9am Tuesday and this webinar was 6pm Monday
evening so on the call we announced early access to the course and a special
Webinar Only exclusive bonus for anyone that joined Bootcamp fore midnight
Monday.

•
•

The Webinar Bonus included an advanced group coaching call plus the
opportunity for the first 10 people to have a hot seat coaching opportunity with
Denise.

•

Throughout the webinar we dropped in testimonials and social proof to build
the value of Money Bootcamp.

•

The webinar bonus was on top of the $500 off Early Bird Price and was only
available for 5 hours.

•

The first 10 sign-ups sold in 2 minutes so we increased the hot seat
opportunity to the first 30 people to join. We were amazed by the response
and ended up having over 50 people join live during the call and a further 30+
join before the webinar bonus deadline which resulted in $80,000 revenue on
the call and the launch hitting 6-figures before the cart was even officially
open. The conversion rate live on the call was over 5% which is strong given
the price of the offering.You can watch a replay of the "5 Strategies to
Upgrade Your Money Mindset" Webinar HERE.
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Webinar Registration Page
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Webinar Registration
Confirmation Page
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WEBINAR REPLAY
•

Immediately after the conclusion of the Live Webinar we mailed the full launch
list with a link to the Webinar Replay and information about the webinar offer.

•

This was to ensure that anyone unable to join live (which was the majority of
our launch list) had access to the replay, key sales messages and the webinar
bonus offer. This effectively was the soft opening of the cart.

•

We followed this up with an email to people that clicked through to the sales
page to countdown towards the midnight deadline.

•

To increase conversions from the webinar replay page we included key sales
messages and a call to action below the video rather then just a link to a sales
page.
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PRE-OPEN CART
•

We used two emails before the cart open announcement to maximize
engagement and ensure the sales offer has the best possible landing with our
list.

•

Monday Evening: Existing list who did not opt-in to the pre-launch content
where sent an "opening tomorrow" about the cart opening and Bootcamp
offer.

•

Tuesday Morning: Anyone that did not open the Monday Evening Email or
Opt-Ins that did not open the Webinar Replay email we "forwarded" the email
again early on open cart day to pre-empt the launch email.
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OPEN CART
•

We opened our cart at 9am ET Tuesday 1 August. Our strategy was to
maximise momentum and revenue with a short and intense four-day open cart
period.

•

We had already had a six-figure start to sales off the back of the previous
day's webinar and wanted to build on this.

•

The cart was opened with the announcement of a 36 hour Early Bird Price. In
addition to the $1,000+ worth of bonuses and the Live round of Money
Bootcamp new members could save $500 off the cost of their enrolment if
they acted quickly and joined before 9pm ET Wednesday.

•

This was a short window and not only did we need to move quickly to create
urgency, scarcity and desire to buy amongst our list, we also had to ensure
that the affiliate partners were working equally quickly to explain the
deadlines, communicate their bonuses and answer their prospects questions.

•

The second day of Open Cart was focused on building towards the end of the
Early Bird Price. Unusually, this was the biggest day of the launch in terms of
sales because it was very like a close cart day. Although there were still a
further two days of sales, the end of the $500 discount was a major motivator
for people, especially as we made it clear that this price increase was going to
be permanent.

•

One of the biggest changes we made to this year's launch was in regards to
our payment plan options. After previously offering long (6-10 month) payment
plans and experience lost revenue and increased workload in chasing
payment defaults we decided to only offer shorter plans and focus on
attracting the right type of customers.

•

A growing trend is to use extended payment plans to lower the barrier to entry
and attract more sales. This is certainly possible and a key tactic we have
used in the past. The overall number of sales and total revenue increases but
so does the number of default customers and lost payments. The amount of
money received into your bank upfront will also be less if you offer long
payment plans.

•

Our strategy was that the key sales message for the first 36 hours was the
$500 Early Bird price and if a customer wanted to benefit from the discount
then they either had to pay in full up front or they had to do a 2 part payment
plan to ensure they were fully paid before the end of the 6 week live course.
No extended payment plan was offered publicly for the Early Bird price other
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than as part of the Abandoned Cart email sequence got capture lost sales and
even then, this was only a 4-part plan.
•

When the price increased to $1,997 on Day 3 of open cart, we knew we
needed an additional lever to drive sales and push through to the close cart
day so we announced an extended 6-part payment plan. This was not as long
as previously offered and was price at 6 x $397, which is equivalent to 119%
of the Pay in Full Price. The 19% premium helps cover the finance and admin
cost of spreading the payment over 6 months but also acts as an incentive to
pay in full and save the difference.

•

Day 4 of the Open Cart period was Cart Close Day and always a major event
and sales day. We had achieved a lot of sales early in the Open Cart period
with the webinar and the Early Bird period but still saw strong sales from leads
that were leaving joining to the last minute. In addition to a comprehensive
email schedule to our full list, opt-ins and sales page visitors we also spent
time answering customer questions on the sales page, engaging customers
on Facebook Live and monitor sales and Facebook advertising spend, which
we increased to drive sales as the Open Cart period progressed.
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SALES PAGE
•

People's attention spans are waning and prospects are craving simplicity and
clear messaging.

•

We worked a lot on re-designing and revamping our entire sales page to
deliver a simple and clean experience.

•

With such an established and proven program that people already know about
and are waiting to join, it is also possible to offer a simplified sales page.
Furthermore some of the key sales messages and objections should have
been communicated and addressed during the sideways sales letter of the
PLC videos.

•

The focus of the sales page was on a new sales video with a countdown and
join button below it. After the video we then had three simple expandable
sections about who is course is for, the curriculum and case studies.
Testimonials and Buy Now buttons were spread throughout.

•

The feedback and response to the simplified sales page was excellent, and
the evergreen version can be viewed at denisedt.com/bootcamp
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2016 Sales Page
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2017 Sales Page
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ORDER FORMS
•

Working with our InfusionSoft consultant we made several key changes to the
order forms used for this launch including:
o Added Countdown Timer to show deadline for joining.
o Added testimonials and customer quotes.
o Added Money Back Guarantee logo and updated terms and conditions
to ensure refund policy and terms of sale were clear.
o Improved branding and look of the order form from the standard
InfusionSoft template.
o Added "BEST VALUE" and "Save $XXX" next to the Pay In Full price
to stress the benefit of paying the total price in one lump sum.
o Streamlined the information required from the prospect and the amount
of information on the form.
o We also added an Abandoned Cart email sequence which kicked off
when someone visited the order form but did not complete the
purchase. This involved the lead receiving an additional sales email 30
minutes and then 3 hours after the lost sale.
o After successful sales, we also added one-click upsell options to the
Thank You pages including giving people who had purchased on the
payment plan the opportunity to pay in full and those that had paid in
full the opportunity to purchase a discounted ticket for an upcoming VIP
group coaching day planned for the USA.
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LAUNCH RESULTS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19,518 Total Opt-Ins (Versus a target of 25,000. If the pre-launch period was
longer we could have attracted more leads which would have ultimately got
the overall launch closer to 7-figures)
18,355 non-Bootcamp members opted in, 8,736 of which were completely
new leads
7,871 Webinar Registrations
Overall conversion rate of 2.34% of the 18,355 non-Bootcamp member leads
$755,044 total launch revenue
429 Money Bootcamp Sales plus 12 USA VIP Tickets
32 Upgrades from Sacred Money Archetypes Customers
21 Upgrades from Manifesting Course Customers
376 new Money Bootcamp Sales

•

The overall conversion rate from this pre-launch list was over 2% which is
HIGH versus industry averages that are normally closer to 1%. The sales
page itself converted at over 5%, which is our best ever conversion. One of
the key challenges in any launch, particularly those with long schedules,
affiliate partners and a larger percentage of new leads is how to get as many
leads as possible to pass through the entire PLC process and actually make it
to the sales page once the cart is open to give them the chance to purchase.

•

264 of our sales, 61.5%, where from affiliate partners, which was higher than
normal. This was because we had ran several other launches in close
proximity earlier in the year meaning that a large percentage of the leads on
our list were already tagged to affiliates and cookied so that our partners
would get paid for leads they gave us over the previous 6 months.

•

As discussed our focus was on incentivizing the Pay In Full option and
attracting the right type of customers who were able to make the required
initial investment comfortably. 76% of our sales were Paid In Full compared to
54% of sales in 2016 due to the changes we made to our payment plan
structure. This meant we received $556,000 upfront compared to $416,000 in
2016 despite the two launches having the same top line results. That's more
than $140,000 more in our bank account immediately. Furthermore the new
payment plans and the one-click upsell to pay in full meant we only had 104
on payment plans moving forward compared to 198 last year, which reduces
our chance of future defaults.
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SALES RESULTS
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MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE, REFUND
RATE AND DEFAULTS
•

We used to have a 60 Day Money Back Guarantee and we had some
negative experiences of people taking advantage. For example some
customers completed the 6 week course, downloaded all materials,
participated in the community and then requested a refund on Day 59!

•

Therefore, we set stronger boundaries around our guarantee and tightened
our whole policy for 2017. The Money Back Guarantee period was reduced to
14 days. This is still generous and fair because it is very clear within the first
two weeks and two modules of the course if its a fit for you.

•

This change allowed us to significantly reduce our refund rate to around 6%
for this launch which is acceptable and at the lower end of industry averages
especially given that the majority of customers had paid upfront. While
defaults tend to be higher with longer term payment plans, refund rates can
be lower because staying in the program feels less of a burden when
someone is paying monthly. When you pay in full you immediately expect a
big return and result in the first two weeks.

•

With the tighter payment plans and a lower number of people on the payment
options, we were also able to reduce the value of our default/lost payments.
One third of customers were on the two pay plan meaning that have 30 days
they were fully paid up and two thirds (around 70 customers) where on the 6
part payment plan. Across this group we had 13% default rate which we then
subsequently followed up and chased payments to get this down to 10%.
Again, not too dramatic given the lower number of customers.

•

If we had offered a long term payment plan from the start, a larger number of
customers would have taken the payment option and 10% would have been a
far larger real number in terms of dollars lost, but with chasing these
payments, we will work to keep total defaults down.
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PAID ADVERTISING
•

With email saturation and deliverability issues we increased our Facebook
presence and spend significantly to engage and grow our launch list and
support our overall success.

•

We hired a high end and experienced Facebook Ads consultant who delivered
excellent results and managed the full process from strategy to ad creation
and day to day ad management.

•

Our initial ad budget was set at 2% of our target revenue. We aimed for a $1m
launch so committed to spending $20,000 on Facebook Ads.

•

During the launch, based on how the ads and sales were performing we
increased the budget at key times of the launch and ended up spending a
total of $23,639 on paid advertising, so approximately 3-4% of the $755k
revenue achieved including management fees.

•

The ad spend was split $15,710 on lead generation during the initial 5 days of
the launch and $7,929 on sales promotion during the open cart period.

•

The Cost Per Lead (CPL) for the lead generation phase was around $1.80,
which is very good but certainly varied depending on the traffic source and
audience.

•

We estimate that we will continue to need to increase this spend for future
launches and to support our evergreen product funnels.
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POST LAUNCH
•

Once the launch had closed our focus moved on to delivery and ensuring we
provide value and a strong experience to our new customers and the existing
members of our Money Bootcamp. In addition to course and live coaching
delivery we also rolled out some key post-launch activities to inform next
year's launch activities.

•

Feedback Surveys - we sent two surveys to two key sections of our list.
Firstly, to the brand new leads on the list that did not progress to the launch
sales page. So they effectively opted in to the pre-launch videos but then full
out of the launch funnel at some point. We wanted to learn more about this
group so asked how we can best help them and the biggest challenges they
are facing in their business. To anyone on our list that did visit the sales page
we send a different survey with the objective of finding out why they did not
buy the product. The questions in both surveys are included in the Sales
Email Swipe File.

•

Nurture Sequence - New leads on the list, after being surveyed, were then put
into a 30-day nurture sequence to properly introduce them to Denise and the
concepts of manifesting and money mindset. This included a down sell offer
giving them the chance to sale $100 on the Manifesting Course which
generated a further $20,000+ in the month after the launch.

•

Launch Clean Up - We revisited the sales page, email campaigns, links and
all promotions with our site to ensure they no longer pointed towards the
launch campaign and launch list.

•

The launch sequence will now be implemented as an evergreen funnel which
website visitors will be to opt in for and into which we will run cold traffic
Facebook adverts to generate evergreen Money Bootcamp sales.
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THANK YOU
Thank you for taking the time to read this Launch Debrief and we trust it was useful
and has provided ideas, inspiration and a framework which you can apply in your
next launch.
We strongly recommend you follow Product Launch Formula and track your results
as you progress and review after each launch.
We look forward to discussing this launch and all of our launch lessons and learnings
on our Launch Secrets Webinar call shortly and we're happy to answer any further
detailed questions you may have.
Wishing you smooth and successful launches in the future and an abundant and
brilliant business and first class life.
Denise and Mark
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